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Introduction to Group
The groups feature is a component of InFellowship, and enables leaders to manage their specific
groups. It also allows group members or prospects to engage with a group or group leader. Groups
allow you to increase volunteer leadership and involvement, without having to provide full access to
your FellowshipOne database.
To manage groups in FellowshipOne we will use the Groups feature, InFellowship and Reporting.
Because this document touches on each of these features, it is a good idea to visit our Online Training
Videos pertaining to each for a more in-depth review of how to use each individual feature.
You can view our online training videos hosted on our support site by logging into FellowshipOne and
selecting Help Center at the top of the page.

What is a Group?
The groups feature empowers leaders to manage group details, group members, find and contact
members of their group, and allows prospects to find and inquire about joining a group. Another key
component of the groups feature is the ability to record attendance. The big win is the ability to
allow a volunteer to engage with a group of people, communicate with individuals, and record data
without requiring them to log into your FellowshipOne database.

Activity vs Group
The activity management and groups features in FellowshipOne both allow you to record
involvement, but they do it differently. Understanding the benefits of each feature and defining what
it is you wish to accomplish will help you determine which feature to use for different scenarios at
your church. Here are some key differences between the two.
Benefits of using the Activity feature:
• Able to use the check-in application
• Can print name tags or parent receipts
• Manage multiple volunteer opportunities
• Verify requirements for volunteers
• Integrate with an event registration form
Benefits of using the Group feature:
• List of groups on website
• Leader access to manage the group
• Prospects can express interest and get connected with a group leader
• Leader may add members or remove members from the group
• Leader can communicate with the group
• Leader can record attendance
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Types of Groups
Within the groups feature you will find three various levels, Groups (Small Groups), People Lists and
Temporary. To view groups, navigate to Groups at the top of the FellowshipOne page and then
choose View All.
Temporary groups generate using a report within our report library to create a group of people and
are unique to each portal user.
People lists often are for distribution purposes or quick reference. These are unique to each portal
user, or shared across users. We will live in the Groups level for small group management.

Group Settings
You can determine how your groups will display online. You can also define what type of experience your
group leaders, members and prospects will encounter. Before you create your first group, it is important to
define those settings by creating a group type.
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Group Type
You can create different settings for several types of groups. Here is an example of the type of questions you
will answer when creating a group type. Should the groups within this group type be able to?
•
•
•
•

Display on the Find a Group page
Allow leaders to view limited or detailed member information
Allow leaders to add or remove individuals from the group
Record individual attendance

Rather than choosing these settings for every group you create, instead you will create a group type with the
preferred settings. Then all groups associated to that group type will live by those settings.
Here are some example group types:
•
•
•
•

Home Teams
Life Groups - Adult
Life Groups – Youth
Volunteer Groups

Using the Life Groups examples above, you may create a separate group type for Adult Life Groups and Youth
Life Groups because the preferred settings may be different. You may want the adult groups available online
for prospects to express interest in, while you may want to exclude the youth groups from displaying. You may
want to allow the adult life groups leaders to add or remove people from the group, but you might not allow
the youth group leaders to make these changes.
To create a new group type, navigate to Groups at the top of the page and then choose Group Types.
Note: this feature required group type admin security access. Connect with your church admin if you do not
have security access to this feature.

Here you can view and make edits to any existing group types, or select New Group Type in the upper righthand corner. This will launch the setup wizard for creating a new group type.
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Custom Fields and Search Categories
Custom Fields
You can use custom fields to identify similar groups. When you create a group, you can apply a custom field.
You can also associate custom fields to a search category.
The group setup wizard includes some predefined fields such as gender, marital status and age range. Custom
fields are a way for you to create any additional fields you would like to use to describe a group.
Here are some examples of custom fields:
•
•

Purpose
o Bible Study, Parenting, Hobby
Life Stage
o Empty Nester, Divorce Care, College

To create custom fields, navigate to Groups at the top of the page, choose Custom Fields and then select Add.

Search Categories
Search categories allow you to define how people will search for groups on your Find a Group page.
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Here are some examples of search categories:
•
•
•
•

Women’s Bible Study
Divorce Care
College
Married

You can use a combination of default group fields (gender, marital status and age range) and custom fields to
create a search category. Using the examples above, you could create a search category for Women’s Bible
Study combining the default group field of gender (female) and custom field of Bible Study.

To create a search category, navigate to Groups at the top of the page, choose Search Categories and then
select Add a Search Category.

The search categories are now available for prospects to use when visiting the Find a Group page.

Create a Group
To create a new group, navigate to Groups at the top of the page and choose View All.
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Then select Add a Group in the upper right-hand corner.

Group Type
This launches the group setup wizard. Begin by selecting the Group Type you would like to associate to this
group.
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Details
Create the details of the group by providing a Name, Description and other Attributes (gender, marital status,
age). Keep in mind that the name and description are visible on the Find a Group page and the attributes will
be associated to any search categories you created. You can also apply custom fields, if created. If you
created custom fields, but they are not appearing, you will need to edit your group type to make them
available.
Note: the unlock group and searchable options will populate based on the settings used when you created
your group type. You can override these at the group level.
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Schedule
The group schedule will be visible and searchable on the Find a Group page. It also will be used if you have the
attendance feature enabled. If you do not know the group schedule, you can always Skip This Step and edit
the group later.
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Location
You can also provide a location for where the group meets. This will display in the group details on the Find a
Group page and provide a map option. If you do not know where the group meets, you can always Skip This
Step and edit the group later.
Note: marking the group location as private will prevent the street address from displaying on the Find a
Group page. Zip code and city information will still display.
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Permissions
From a church staff perspective, who should be allowed to View or Manage (change the group details) in
FellowshipOne. You may want some staff members to be able to view the group details, but not provide them
with the ability to add or remove people. After you have assigned permissions, select Save Group.

Add People to Group
Once you finish creating the group, you have the option to Add Another Group or Add People to this Group.

Search and add the group Leaders and Members. You can always go back add more individuals later, if
needed.
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Find a Group
You can locate the Find a Group link by navigating to Weblink at the top of the page, then select Links under
InFellowship.

Prospect
Prospects will be able to view a complete list of available groups or filter using the search options. Once they
find a group they are interested in they can select the group name to learn more.

They can view additional details regarding the group, express interest in joining. Once submitted, the group
leader will receive an email with the prospects contact information and any message.
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Group Leader
Create an Account
To manage a small group, you will need to create an InFellowship Account. You can sign up for an account
using the InFellowship Home Page link or by selecting Register on the Find a Group Page. Both of which
should be embedded on your church website for easy access.

When you create a new account, automatic record matching occurs within FellowshipOne using First Name,
Last Name and Email Address. A new individual record is created if the information provided does not match
an existing individual in the database. Once a staff member with FellowshipOne access has merged the
duplicate records, the leader will be able view the group they are assigned.
Once submitted, the user will receive an email notification to verify the account and can then log into
InFellowship.
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Manage Group
Once logged into InFellowship, the leader will be able to navigate to any of the features the Church has
enabled. To manage a group, select Your Groups.

You will see a list of any groups you are a member of or lead that are available via InFellowship. To manage or
view a group, select the Group Name.

Once in the group you can view the Dashboard, Roster, Attendance and Prospects.
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To manage prospects, navigate to the Prospects tab at the top of the page.

The Attendance tab will allow you to view attendance history and post new attendance.

View Group Information
You can view a list of group Leaders, Members and Attendance for your groups by selecting the Groups option
in the FellowshipOne portal. Choose the groups you would like to view, and then select the Action Gearbox in
the lower left corner. You can also use the Search feature to filter displayed groups.

Reporting
Here a few recommended reports for group assignments and attendance:
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•

Core Individual Roster (M9200) – generate a roster of individuals based on involvement in a
group/activity

•

Core Group Records (M7060) – return details and metrics about InFellowship groups including group
counts, membership, leadership and prospect counts

•

Core Group Prospect Records (M7050) – return prospect details for groups, including a list of
prospects, their status, notes

•

Core Attendance Records (M1211) – the goal of this report is to return people that have (or have not)
attended an activity or group. You can also filter on individuals that have been absent a certain
number of times or have attended a certain number of times.

•

Core Attendance Totals Summary (M1300) – returns a total number of attendance within a period.
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